Facilitation/Student Choice Readings

Course participants will be expected to lead portions of class by directly relating “student choice readings” and thematic issues relevant to the course. Each participant will be expected to:
1) choose and disseminate one reading by 5pm on the Friday the week before his or her assigned facilitation; 2) lead the class in an interactive learning session using student selected readings; and 3) provide a written critique of his/her (co)facilitation. Co-facilitation might be required due to the number of course participants. A common expectation for all facilitators includes being prepared to lead a critique of the readings, challenge peers to think about application, and foster interactive discourse. This assignment will contribute to 20% of the final grade.

Specific guidelines:

- Each student will locate one reading for the week they have self-selected below.
- These readings should be peer-reviewed journal articles that are empirical or conceptual in design. Book chapters may also be selected. Please avoid “gray literature.”
- Readings should be shared as a PDF attachment via the message (email) feature on Scholar to the class no later than Friday at 5pm the week before you are signed up for.
- Drawing upon the readings you (and your group, if noted) have selected, you will be expected to take responsibility for class facilitation that week. This means that while you are individually locating readings that emphasize the theme of the week, you should coordinate with group members to agree upon your selections and approach for class facilitation.
- Facilitation responsibilities generally include your group leading class for 60-90 minutes of our regular class time.
- You are welcome to organize this learning time in a number of ways using your creativity; however, each group should allow enough time to provide a verbal summary of the readings, which should comprise 10-15 minutes. Each member of the group needs to participate in this verbal summary. You might find it helpful to provide this overview at the beginning of your facilitation time, but you are not required to follow that convention if your learning aims deem a different approach.
- Visual aids and handouts are optional.
- Please contact your instructor by Tuesday morning prior to your facilitation time if you require special set-up arrangements or equipment.
- This course responsibility will be graded through a one-page (single-spaced, 12 point font) self-critique per student that will be due one week after the assigned facilitation.
- In the conclusion of your critique, include a grade you would give yourself using the Letter Evaluation Scale (A-F) found on page 3 in your syllabus.
Guidelines for writing your Facilitation self-critique

Please submit a hard-copy statement in class one week following your student-facilitation session. This self-critique should be one-page (single-spaced, 12 point font, one inch margins) and range between 500-600 words in length. Basic conventions of grammar, punctuation, spelling, capitalization should be obeyed. Please see syllabus for full written work policy and APA formatting guidelines. Use the following guidelines to complete your critique in terms of the quality of the facilitation experience. Considering asking yourself: How well did I do? What worked well? How so? What could I have done differently to improve the experience?

Logistics (weighted 20 % or 4/10 points)
- Selected and disseminated at least one reading as a PDF attachment via the message feature on Scholar to the class no later than Friday at 5pm the week before you are signed up for.
- Included reference citation in group message
- Facilitation comprised 60-90 minutes of our regular class time
- Visual aids and handouts were used well (if applicable)

Teaching/Learning Process (weighted 40 % or 8/20 points)
- Coordinated with partner to agree upon your selection and approach for class facilitation.
- Shared responsibility for facilitation preparation and implementation
- Created an equitable and participatory atmosphere with course peers
- Encouraged stimulating dialogue as a facilitation team and individual facilitator
- Addressed your team’s learning aims for the facilitation session

Thematic Comprehensive (weighted 40 % or 8/20 points)
- Provided a verbal summary of your selected readings
- Learning activities reinforced readings and course themes
- Illustrated a command of the readings and demonstrated how they related to the course theme(s)

Please conclude your critique with a “grade “out of 20 points using the Letter Evaluation Scale (A-F) found on page 3 in your syllabus.
Student Selected Themes and Readings

Week 11
April 2 Student Choice (s) and Facilitation

THEME: Race, Agriculture, and Hunger


Week 12
April 9 Student Choices (s) and Facilitation

THEME: Addressing the Non-Profit Industrial Complex


Week 13
April 16  Student Choice (s) and Facilitation

THEME:  Food Security:  A Community Development Perspective


Week 14
April 23  Student Choice (s) and Facilitation

THEME:  Theories, Strategies, and Methods of Change for Prompting Food Security

